Message From the Dean
1 Happy birthday to us!
2 A brief history of Buffalo’s storied Law School
8 For 125 years, the work of SUNY Buffalo scholars has shaped the legal landscape
10 A long parade of distinguished teachers and scholars from years past
12 Many places to call home
14 Accomplished women are the rule, not the exception
16 A who’s who of the names you see on campus
18 Once again, practical skills are in the forefront
20 Extending our global reach
22 Graduates of color distinguish themselves

125th anniversary events
24 Mitchell Lecture to address the shifting nature of personal caretaking
25 Clinic and NYS Family Court pay tribute to ripple effect of their work against domestic violence

Law School Report
26 Law School’s 123rd Commencement marks a new chapter for grads
30 SUNY Buffalo Law hosts ambitious legal writing conference
31 Opening undergraduates’ eyes to the possibilities of law
32 For committed students, fellowships make summer public-interest work possible
34 Three students travel far and wide in new NYSBA program
36 Michael H. Doran Student Lounge dedicated with words of gratitude

Faculty
38 New roles for professors and staff
39 Binder’s book sheds new light on a controversial area of criminal law
40 Mather’s new book looks at the contexts that affect lawyers’ decisions
41 On NPR, Professor Ewing explores the limits of professional confidentiality
42 Professor Kim Diana Connolly represents the U.S. in tough global wetlands negotiation
43 Ronald J. Winter ’81 has ambitious plans as newly elected national leader of Phi Alpha Delta

Alumni Association
44 Law Alumni Association
46 50+ Reunion
47 Alumni connections across the nation
48 Alumni welcome reception for the Class of 2015